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Across

1. who were Shakespeare's parents

3. Ex: old desires lay to rest

7. what did Paris die to

11. how many people went to Shakespeare's plays

12. what were the poorest people called in the globe 

theatre

13. who is Romeo's cousin

14. what happened to Romeo after he killed tybalt

17. Friar Lawrence says to love

18. has 14 lines

22. Ba-BUM ba-BUM ba-BUM ba-BUM ba-BUM

24. what is it called when the audience know more before 

it happens

27. what did Romeo think of himself as after he killed 

Tybalt

30. what is R&J's general topic

31. Shakespeare wife

32. where did Shakespeare grow up in

33. who is know for being honest in to Romeo

34. who failed to get the letter from friar Lawrence to 

Romeo

36. who did shakespeare make the plays for

37. what does a Shakespearean tragedy ends in

38. The creator of this word search

39. you can never fight against tradition without

40. the man behind this lover book

Down

2. why couldn't Friar John deliver the letter

4. that one character who appears just to try to marry 

Juliet

5. something that has two sides negative and positive

6. A Shakespearean comedy ends in

8. Romeo and juliet marring each other even though their 

family is in a fued

9. how old is Romeo thought to be

10. something that appears to be good but is not a good 

idea

15. who killed Mercutio

16. when the story gives away something that happens 

later

19. what is Romeo's last name

20. shaped like a circle so its a globe

21. what is Juliet's last name

23. the Capulet the married a Montague

25. the Montague that married a capulet

26. Banished Romeo due to fighting to the death

28. how did Juliet fall asleep

29. choices lead to their death

35. the over dramatic character

Word Bank

William Shakespeare forshadowing Appearance vs reality Stratford-upon-Avon Capulet

Nurse sleep potion killer Montague Queen Elizabeth I

plague Globe Theatre Romeo Tybalt Mercutio

banished Doubleness/Duality John and Mary Shakespeare Juliet Groundlings

Jayden consequences Paris Youthvstradition Friar Lawrence

fate Friar John Iambic Pentameter death Benvolio

everyone Anne Hathaway Sixteen Love marrige

Dramatic Irony Moderately Personification Sonnet dagger


